
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

ASTANA bivouac, July 11th 2017 

Temperature: 22° 

GMT +6 
S.4 – KOSTANAY- ASTANA “Direction Akmola” 908 km 

PISTE: 100% piste (100% earth) 

Loeb pulls clear 

Sébastien Loeb (Peugeot 3008DKR Maxi n°104) in the cars and Martin Kolomy (Tatra 
Phoenix n°311) in the trucks dominated this 4th stage of the 2017 Silk Way Rally 
between Kostanay and Astana, the capital of Kazakhstan. The rally’s longest day (908 
km) saw a number of upsets out on the piste, including Stéphane Peterhansel and Jean-
Paul Cottret running out of road and in the process losing all chance of final victory for 
the second time in a row… 

 Key Points 

*Cars: Peter slips off, Loeb pulls away 

*T2: Di Lallo back in the lead 

*Trucks: Kolomy and De Rooy tooth and nail 

*Tomorrow: “Direction Semipalatinsk” 

S.4 – KOSTANAY- ASTANA  The race 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Cars: Peter slips off, Loeb pulls away… 

Particularly superstitious, Stéphane Peterhansel must be starting to think that 
Kazakhstan is his ‘unlucky’ country. One year to the day after his 2016 edition crash, 
the Peugeot driver once again rolled his car, just 43 kms into the first special, as he was 
chasing after piste opener and team mate Sébastien Loeb, aboard his 3008DKR Maxi. 
Fortunately neither Peterhansel nor his co-driver were hurt in the accident but they were 
unable to restart without the intervention of their assistance truck, an operation that cost 
them more than 2h30 overall. 

A ranking that Loeb, once again untouchable today, now completely dominates, leading 
the second placed car of Cyril Despres by 1h07m55s. A gap in part explained by the 
third member of the Peugeot Sport team once again slipping off the track and finishing 
the special over 50 minutes down. 

Another front runner to run out of road was the American Bryce Menzies (Mini John 
Cooper Works n°105) who had to be pulled out by a friendly Kamaz before finishing 
more than 41 minutes behind the 9 times King of WRC.  

Even without major incident, second placed man over the two specials, Yazeed Al Rajhi 
(Mini John Cooper Works n°101) gave away more than 20 minutes to the leader, while 
the front runners’ various problems allowed Frenchmen Eugenio Amos (Buggy 2 
Wheels Drive n°115) to complete the day’s podium. Fourth on the special, Christian 
Laveille (Baicmotor n°108), is now third overall, 1h12m35s behind the leader. 

T2 Category 

Di Lallo back in the lead 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Today's specials were treacherous and true rally raid stages in every sense of the word 
- the conditions were tough. I couldn't be happier with the way the car and my co-driver 
Harry Suzuki, performed today.” 

All smiles at the finish, Adrian Di Lallo was clearly delighted with his third T2 stage 
victory. The Australian is now almost 11 minutes ahead of the Japanese driver Akira 
Miura (Toyota Land Cruiser n°133). 

  

Trucks:  Kolomy and de Rooy tooth and nail 

The longest stage of the rally also saw some major upsets in the truck class, while up 
at the front of the race Gerard De Rooy (Iveco Powertsar n°302) and Martin Kolomy 
(Tatra Phoenix n°311) fought it out tooth and nail. 

In the beginning it looked like it was the Dutchman who was going to come out on top, 
but in the end it was the Czech who took both specials to finish just 21 seconds ahead. 
Overall Kolomy increases his lead on De Rooy to more than 11 minutes. On home 
ground, the Kazakh Artur Ardavicius (Iveco Powerstar n°310) took third place, both on 
the stage and overall. 

Without stopping to help out Despres and his Peugeot and Menzies’ Mini, the Kamaz 
of Dmitry Sotnikov (Kamaz-Master n°303) and Anton Shibalov (Kamaz-Master n°312) 
would have no doubt finished higher up the rankings - almost as if the Blue Armada 
were in no hurry to move into attack mode… 

Among those running into problems on the special were van den Brink (Renault ‘Sherpa’ 
n°301), whose truck briefly caught fire, yesterday’s winner Siarhei Viazovich (MAZ 
n°304), who put his truck on its side at km 378 and Pascal De Baar (Renault n° 308), 
victim of more mechanical woes. All three slide down the rankings as a result… 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

ROAD BOOK 

Tomorrow: “Heading towards Semipalatinsk” 

Heading east into the vast plains that run all the way to the Chinese border and Semei, 
the frontier town in the Oblys region, this 5th stage (849.54 km) also features the longest 
special (484.47 km) of the first half of the rally. Comprising of long fast sections across 
the steppes, drivers will have to be careful not to get carried away. Navigation will play 
a key role, as the route runs between numerous lakes, providing a sumptuous 
background to the race. 

  

FAITHFUL PARTNERS 

GAZPROM, the rally’s main partner 

Sponsor since the first edition of the Silk Way Rally in 2009, the Russian company PJSC Gazprom is engaged 
on the event as a main partner for a minimum of two years. 

TOYOTA, « official vehicles » of the organization 

Because of their unique design and capabilities, TOYOTA all-terrain vehicles have proved their 
extraordinary resistance in Russian, Kazakh and Chinese during the various reconnaissance and on the rally. 
TOYOTA, which symbolizes technical and technological confidence, has been the official supplier of Silk 
Way Rally cars since 2016, accompanying the rally on both road and track.  

SIBUR, technical partner 

SIBUR is the technical partner for innovative materials and is sponsoring a special award “For impressive 
vehicle reliability and excellent skills demonstrated under extreme circumstances”.     

GAZPROM NEFT, official fuel partner 

Gazprom will be filling up the Silk Way Rally’s vehicles along the route with the company’s newly launched 
branded diesel fuel, Diesel Opti.  

http://5uih.mj.am/lnk/ADwAKI8kYOoAAScfgzkAAGan3kYAAP-KF9YAGDGKAAUhvwBZZM7so8JLDK18Tcihxexp12XBIAAE66s/9/mVJsJLXyQgfGJTAQx9emPQ/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5zaWxrd2F5cmFsbHkuY29tL3JhbmtpbmcuaHRtbA
http://5uih.mj.am/lnk/ADwAKI8kYOoAAScfgzkAAGan3kYAAP-KF9YAGDGKAAUhvwBZZM7so8JLDK18Tcihxexp12XBIAAE66s/10/s8oQgv24Ua-XmkeYp0owQQ/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cueW91dHViZS5jb20vY2hhbm5lbC9VQzVzYm5xaGVrcWxOcEFUcGM1QmtDVHc


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diesel Opti  reduces overall fuel consumption and optimizes performance, enabling Rally drivers to enjoy 
the full potential of their engines and concentrate on driving in extreme conditions.   

  

MEDIA CONTACT: 

International media director 

Chris Rodrigo 

crodrigo@silkwayrally.ru 
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